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Greece has fallen steadily in the reporters Wi-
thout borders world press freedom index in 
the past three years, from 31st place in 2008 to 
70th in 2010 (alongside bulgaria).  

this worrying trend is partly due to the system of cronyism 
in the media since the 1980s but the economic and finan-
cial crisis has also exposed the weaknesses and practices 
of a defective media market.  media groups are poorly fun-
ded, artificially supported and in danger of collapsing or 
even disappearing.   

owned by a few shipowners and other magnates, the me-
dia has seen extensive layoffs that have made journalists 
more vulnerable, and also very gloomy about their pros-
pects as they point to increased and widespread self-cen-
sorship.  blogging provides temporary relief from this and 
much greater freedom of expression but is not an econo-
mically viable alternative that will break with the disas-
trous practices that have grown up in the last 20 years.

amid the recent public protests and violent clashes, a huge 
crisis of confidence has also arisen between Greeks and 
their media.  journalists are seen as delinquents or over-
privileged, and by some as the symbol of an evil power 
that has betrayed the country, at least by omission.  jour-
nalists are targeted and insulted in campaigns that mix 
jeering slogans with death-threats and are careful about 
the stands they take and the risks they run.  foreign jour-
nalists have more protection than their Greek colleagues, 
but admit they too have problems unusual in a European 
union member-country.

the effects of the crisis have also radicalised some peo-
ple, who have vented their anger and frustration in in-
creasingly violent street demonstrations.  photographers 
and camera-operators have to work in these hazardous 
conditions of unrest and almost civil war, caught between 
violent extremists and brutal riot police little concerned 
about journalists, and pay a heavy price for recording for 
the world a society falling apart.

reporters Without borders went to Greece in august 2011 
to investigate before an autumn that everyone expects 
will be politically and socially explosive.

investigation by olivier basille and angélique Kourounis
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the economic and financial crisis laid bare the struc-
tural difficulties of managing and funding the media, 
especially practices far removed from its job of kee-
ping the public informed.  journalists have big pro-

blems doing their job each day but the main concern is how 
the media market is organised. 

transition from biG mEdia 
familiEs to untouchablE shi-
poWnErs

petros markaris is a respected and well-known writer who has 
lived through all the events of modern Greece, from the dic-
tatorship of the colonels, to the arrival in power of pasoK (the 
panhellenic European socialist party) and the country’s ad-
mission to the European union (Eu).  he has seen the decline 
in media standards and the advent of new media magnates 
who, he says, “have absolutely no desire or reason to act in the 
public interest. 

“before the colonels, the big families who controlled the press 
were close to political parties but just for ideological reasons,” 
he says.  “the daily papers weren’t party mouthpieces and we-
ren’t funded by them.  things were out in the open.  We had a 
much more transparent society information-wise.”

the government widened ownership of the press and broa-
dcasting in 1981.  joining the Eu was a chance for business 
people, including construction magnates and especially shi-
powners, and over the years they bought very large stakes in 
the privately-owned media until they had almost complete 
control of the press and broadcasting. the following gives 
some idea of the structure and overlapping control of the me-
dia. 

the alafouzos group and shipowners marinakis (owner of the 
olympiakos football team) control skai tv and radio and seve-
ral small radio stations, including the very popular melody fm, 
and the daily paper Kathimerini.  the dol group, founded by 
the family of christos lambrakis (who was dubbed the “king-
maker”), is now run by businessman panagiotis psycharis, 
former director of the group’s flagship paper bima, who also 
owns the radio station bima fm, the daily paper ta nea, and 
is a major shareholder in the tv station mega.  the lambrakis 
family have a minority stake in dol.  the Kouris group, asso-

ciated with Kostas Giannikos, owns alter tv and radio and the 
daily Ependiti.  the big construction firm bobolas controls the 
general-interest daily Ethnos and the business paper imerissia 
and has a major share in mega.  shipowners Kiriakou control 
tv station antenna, a rival of mega.

the vardinoyiannis family, which own oil refineries and ships, 
have a big stake in mega and own star tv.  shipowner victor 
restis has a small share in mega but controls mtv Greece and 
has 17% of dol.  the daily paper Eleftherotypia is controlled 
by the tegopoulos family.  the magazine and tabloid market is 
shared between dol, pigassos (owned by bobolas) and three 
small companies, attikes Ekdossis, limberis and Kostopoulos.
the shipowners keep very much to themselves, give no inter-
views, maintain a careful near-blackout on news about them-
selves and are politically and economically untouchable.  the 
merchant marine contributes 12% of the country’s Gdp and 
the shipowners also have a huge stake in the country’s impor-
tant tourist industry.

too many nEWspapErs for 
too small a marKEt  

the country’s media market has been opened up, but only in 
theory, as both newspapers and broadcasting are artificially 
supported.  some publications have even been set up just to 
win influence. 

a government-commissioned survey in the late 1980s showed 
the market could not support more than two government-
owned and two privately-owned tv stations.  today the 
country has (through the state-owned company Ert radio-
tv) three tv stations – net and net sat, Et1 and the northern 
Greece regional tv station Et3, as well as a parliamentary 
channel (vouli). 

the government announced a major shakeup of Ert on 19 
august 2011.  Et1 will be closed, 19 regional radio stations 
merged into nine, and one of two recently-created digital tv 
stations will be shut down.  Ert’s share capital will be reduced 
from €285 million to 60 million, the cut equalling its current 
estimated losses.  Government media spokesman ilias mossia-
los told a press conference that Et1 journalists and producers 
would be transferred to other stations and some Ert adminis-
trative staff switched to other parts of the state broadcasting 
services. 
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he said Ert had for a long time been a “very costly” govern-
ment operation for the government and said it would be 
made “non-partisan” and “better quality,” with a guaranteed 
profit of €8.3 million in 2012.  the reforms would implemented 
by the end of november 2011. 

a dozen privately-owned tv stations broadcast nationwide 
(including mega, skai, alter, antena, alpha, makedonia tv and 
star) and about a hundred locally.  most tv groups have radio 
stations of the same name.  there is also the national radio, 
Era, and private stations – bima, flash fm, and athena 9.84 – 
which put out news in English and french twice a day, and 
some that have programme relay agreements with Germany’s 
national radio deutsche Welle. 

the print media is also prolific, and includes ta nea, Kathime-
rini Ethnos, Eleftherotypia, Eleftheri ora, imerissa, Express, 
naftemporiki, Estia (the country’s oldest daily), o logos and i 
dimokratia), and as many as 12 sports dailies for a population 
of 11 million. 

“if media laws were applied and taxes and social security 
contributions collected, there simply wouldn’t be any more 
print or broadcast media,” writer markaris told us.  “We built 
giants with feet of clay and the crisis is clearly showing us their 
enormous weakness.” 

some think only the sunday press is profitable and funds the 
weekday press through selling  merchandise such as dvds.  
these weekend papers (with supplements) sell for €4, have a 
big circulation of around 250,000 and draw most of the adver-
tising in the media. 

advErtisinG also in a slump 
and affEctEd by thE crisis 

Greece has many advertising firms, most of them owned by in-
ternational groups.  the economic and financial crisis had cut 
their revenue by over a third and some fear this figure could 
reach 55%. 

but the economic crisis is not the only reason for this sec-
tor’s financial problems.  misuse of credit has contaminated 
it too.  the advertising agencies have not played their role of 
regulating the market in the face of far too many media out-
lets for too few advertisers.  “they’ve been playing with fire,” 

said one editor who asked not to be named.  “they’ve relied 
on cronyism instead of doing cold analyses of print-runs and 
distribution numbers, though these are almost impossible to 
do.  Each media owner has areas of influence and activities 
that have to be supported and protected or else provide the 
owner with support.  

“the agencies have allowed themselves to be financially 
strung along.  they’ve agreed to advance funds to media out-
lets in return for advance cheques based on estimated future 
revenue.  broadcast programmes have been launched only to 
disappear a few months later.  for most tv stations this system 
operates at full throttle.  some people working in the sector 
also pay themselves commission on deals.  When all the sour-
ces of funding are as shaky as this, an explosion’s inevitable,” 
the editor said. 

Government advertising, an important source of income for 
the media and usually costing three times more than for priva-
te advertisers, has dropped from 30% of the media’s adverti-
sing budgets to 12%.  the government channelled advertising 
towards those who supported it.  now it has to cut deficits and 
can no longer afford to do this, which will have a disastrous ef-
fect on the growth plans and income of media groups. 

pEtros marKaris - crEdit : rsf

>
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mEdia Groups livE off crEdit 
basEd on “mEdia insurancE”

the shipowners and big firms who own all the non-govern-
ment media outlets have not really “invested” in them.  the in-
fluence acquired through new media titles has enabled them 
to exert the political pressure needed to constantly obtain re-
newable loans.  papers and tv stations make very little profit, 
so banks are permanently channelling funds to all media out-
lets, masking a unending liquidity crisis that the financial and 
economic crisis has exposed. 

“rules for bank loans have never been observed for the me-
dia,” explains investigative journalist tassos telloglou.  “very 
few print-media and tv stations have any real-estate to use as 
security.  the only property the media groups have are rights 
to their current or archived programmes and these have been 
overvalued for years.  valuation of these rights is supposed to 
be done by auditors in line with international standards but 
the auditors have never been able or willing to do this and so 
have given the nod to the constant overvaluation.  Greece has 
only had a body to supervise this auditing since 2003 but its 
president has no staff or funding to tackle the problem,” says 
telloglou. 

“it’s not that there’s no adequate legal framework or clear le-
gal directives,” says markaris.  “it’s that the institutions can’t 
enforce them, or more seriously, don’t dare to.  the govern-
ment should tell the banks to stop lending money to media 
groups that can’t replay them, but they won’t do this.  if they 
did, only two tv stations and maybe two daily papers would 
survive and the political balance of power would completely 
change.

“the government would also be responsible for huge job los-
ses.  sacked journalists would take to blogs, protest even more 
furiously and things would drag on and get out of control.  
the only weapon the government had against these media 
groups were the contracts and subsidies it handed out mostly 
irregularly. the crisis has deprived the government of this mo-
ney.  any party in power tries to be on good terms with the 
media owners, as they know the kind of war they could wage 
against them.

“the entire media is crippled with debt and banks are lending 
to very few sectors of the economy.  yet all the media groups 
continue to get loans from one of the two Greek banks that 
failed the European bank stress test, piraeus bank, which has 

probably been told to do so by the government on the assu-
rance it will be bailed out if there’s any problem.  but would 
this promise be kept?”

“We live in a system where you can take out ‘media insuran-
ce,’” says the anonymous editor.  “you pay the price and the 
media will cover you, at best supporting you, at worst not 
criticising you.  the media is totally mired in corruption that 
we’ve allowed to grow.  political parties have used and abused 
slush funds to buy off shareholders but also management-le-
vel journalists in the groups.  the government itself has funds 
specially earmarked for the media.  that’s where a clean-up 
has to start.” 

the government oddly seems in favour of doing this.  spo-
kesman mossialos announced on 24 august abolition of law 
0896 (passed in 1970 under the colonels) dealing with “secret 
funds” that have been paid to journalists for decades.  this 
is promising but has upset journalists who fear the effect on 
public opinion.  journalist nikolaos stravelakis demanded on 
mega tv station the same day that those who had received 
such payments be named.  “We’re not all the same,” he said.  
but the recipients have nothing to fear because the govern-
ment has already told them all trace of the payments has been 
destroyed. 

Escape from the system seems quite impossible.  “it’s a very 
hard thing to say, but the crisis is perhaps a chance for the 
Greek media,” says the anonymous editor.  “it might allow us 
to start again from scratch, get rid of the corrupt people and 
rebuild some media outlets with proper management at last.”  
nobody disagreed with this view during our investigation.

journalists havE nEvEr bEEn 
so Economically vulnErablE

more than a quarter of Greek journalists are “officially” unem-
ployed but the number is hard to discover because of the loo-
sely-defined profession.  five thousand are registered with 
the athens union of print journalists (EsyEa) but others can 
no longer afford to join.  salaries are low and have recently 
been cut by about 15%.  journalists, among the country’s poo-
rest-paid professions, earn an average €500-€600 a month (wi-
thout a pension or social security), out of which social security 
has to be paid for (€230).  
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journalists with regular wages are increasingly rare.  many 
have been laid off and most are owed several months’ sala-
ry.  Wage payment and solvability problems are plain to see 
and even the most urgent costs can no longer be paid.  the 
media’s debts to staff are put at several million euros.  some 
media groups are planning to negotiate bankruptcy (known 
as the article 99 process) and so halt payments, which would 
protect them from their creditors.  it would also allow media 
owners to skip paying salary arrears and rehire journalists on 
new terms, outside collective labour agreements. 

dimitris trimis, one of the leaders of EsyEa, works on the daily 
Eleftherotypia, where he was in charge of the satirical feature 
“ios” (the virus) which dealt with social and political problems 
from a different angle.  it was abolished by management and 
moved online, to www.isopress.gr.  he was among the journa-
lists injured in the 28 and 29 june 2011 demonstrations. 

“the economic crisis has jolted the media’s social and econo-
mic structure,” he says.  “the sector’s collective labour agree-
ment expired and wasn’t renewed.  older journalists can still 
retain their benefits as long as they don’t change jobs inside 
their media outlet.  there’s more and more pressure now to 
use any excuse to alter job descriptions.  Employers can force 
journalists to drop out of a collective agreement in writing and 
accept a big salary cut.  media groups aren’t legally obliged to 
negotiate collective agreements, and everything is now ne-
gotiated individually.  journalists are understandably ready to 
do anything to keep their job.  they agree in writing to give up 
many things even though they aren’t being paid any longer.

“there’s a battle among journalists for the few jobs available 
that’s matched by a battle for power among media owners.  
over the years, owners have recruited many journalists into 
a kind of little army of people to protect and expand the in-
terests of the media group without thought for impartial re-
porting.  you can see this immediately with tv news, which is 
almost like a soap opera where journalists discuss real or ima-
gined scandals that very rarely have anything to do with the 
public interest.  it’s a battle for influence waged by journalists 
who’ve steadily been made dependent and almost slaves. 

“the state-owned media is also hit by the crisis and its jour-
nalists are equally vulnerable.  the Ert reforms will hand over 
most broadcasting frequencies and associated markets to the 
private sector.  nothing is finalised yet (only announcements 
have been made so far) but nobody is fooled about who the 
new and even more powerful owners will be.  the shipowners 

haven’t really invested in the media and have run them on 
the basis of loans they won’t be paying back.  they can easily 
continue on this basis or, at worst, invest temporarily to be in a 
commanding position in a few years time,” says trimis.

the national news agency ana has so far escaped privatisa-
tion.  founded in 1903, it has about 300 staff (including 200 
journalists) and remains one of the chief news sources for the 
media.  its two news wires (domestic and international) are 
still operating.  oddly, the athens dailies and magazines can 
only subscribe to the international wire.  subscription to the 
domestic wire is banned under a union-inspired agreement 
seeking to protect print journalists working in athens.  but all 
the dailies belong one way or another to media groups that 
also have tv and radio stations not subject to the agreement.  
so the papers illegally get access to the domestic wire (with lo-
gin and password) and use it heavily on their websites without 
paying anything to ana. 

thE hEavy pricE paid by prEss 
photoGraphErs and camEra-
opErators

Working conditions during demonstrations are nowadays ra-
ther like in a war-zone, which is both surprising and deplora-
ble in an Eu member-state. 

press photographers and camera-operators are by far the 
worst affected.  few protesters make a distinction any longer 
between media owners and journalists just trying to do a job.  
photojournalists and camera-operators are scapegoats for all 
the bitterness and violence. 

to the police, they are undesirable witnesses of often harsh 
and illegal repression.  “our images show that the police don’t 
know how to do their job,” says aristotelis messinis, a photo-
grapher in athens for the french agence france-presse news 
agency.  “We show up their poor training and their abuses and 
excesses.  the police also consider the pictures taken of them 
as an invasion of their privacy.  it’s weird but true.  for acti-
vists and extremists, we’re a similar problem, as undesirable 
witnesses of their activities that don’t belong in such demons-
trations.  to them, the media is an arm of the government, so 
they attack us.” >
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photographers are caught between a rock and hard place 
and forced to make choices that curb their freedom of action.  
some now work from behind police lines, especially camera-
operators. “people see them as police and government colla-
borators but they’re just trying to protect their equipment,” 
says messinis.  “if they go back 
to the office with a smashed ca-
mera, they’ll be in trouble.  the 
montage is done in a studio se-
veral hours after the events, but 
it’s useless to make this point in 
the present conditions.” 

no punishmEnt 
at all of vio-
lEncE aGainst 
journalists  

photographers and camera-
operators are debating what 
their relationship with the mat 
riot police should be.  most still like to think the police have no 
clear orders to physically attack journalists, but such attacks 
are never officially condemned, either publicly or internally.  
impunity is total despite clear evidence of attacks supported 
by photos. 

“during the 17 november 2010 protests,” messinis says, “i was 
in front of the us embassy when the delta motorcycle police 
arrested a demonstrator and pushed him to the ground.  i took 
a picture and the police immediately threatened to smash all 
my equipment.  i moved away and saw a colleague go towards 
the police who were still arresting people.  i warned him they 
were very touchy.  he came back towards me with his camera 
when one policeman rushed towards him.  i took a photo and 
when the policeman realised i had a picture of him, he rushed 
towards me instead.  i turned round to protect myself and he 
hit me on the back.  there were five photographers and two 
camera-operators next to me, as well as print-journalists.  We 
were clearly visible and identified as journalists.  colleagues 
took pictures of the attack on me and the numberplate of the 
policeman’s motorcycle.  i filed a complaint against “a per-
son unknown” but he could easily be identified by the num-
berplate i mentioned.  my complaint, about a clear offence, 
should’ve been dealt with in under 48 hours  to speed things 

up, i also filed it at the police station near the incident.  but no 
action has been taken so far.”

“nothinG Will 
EvEr bE thE samE 
for GrEEKs aftEr 
28 and 29 junE 
2011”

the violence reached a peak in the 
28 and 29 june demonstrations on 
constitution square, where 25,000 
people gathered in front of parlia-
ment and also on the square occu-
pied by the so-called “indignant 
citizens” movement.  an apparently 
peaceful crowd tried to surround 
the building to stop mps attending 
a session to approve the austerity 
measures.  the crowd was surprised 
by the excessive reaction of the riot 

police, using far more tear-gas – more than 2,800 grenades – 
than the normal 100-150. 

“at the Kalimarmaro stadium, i behaved as usual,” says messinis.  
“the ‘game’ between demonstrators and police gradually de-
veloped but nothing that could’ve set off such a reaction. i star-
ted taking pictures and then the riot police began their charges.  
When that happens, in such a tense situation, you don’t argue.  
you run.  fast.  i tried to hide in a bus-shelter but two policemen 
saw me and rushed towards me.  the first one hit my neck with 
the metal side of his truncheon.  i protected myself and tried to 
get out of the bus-shelter.  i felt a second blow and started to 
run.  they chased me but i was too fast for them and i escaped 
amid a torrent of really obscene insults.

“now i get hit in every demonstration.  i have some protection 
because i work for a major news agency.  people trust foreign 
media more than local ones, so when we identify ourselves, we 
tend to get an easier ride.”

dimitris trimis at EsyEa officE  - crEdit : rsf

>
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unaccEptablE WorKinG condi-
tions in an Eu country  

it is impossible to work without a gas-mask and a helmet, 
which are too expensive for most journalists (€170 for a good 
mask with a filter).  only those working for news agencies can 
rely on having proper equipment.  the luckiest freelances only 
have basic equipment which is often not very effective.  the 
best masks have to be big enough to cover the whole face but 
the openings have to be quite small for cameras to be used.  it 
is hard in these circumstances to have a broad enough view to 
see blows and attacks coming. 

a helmet is essential and the best kind is the “snowboard” 
which covers the forehead and ears. the objects thrown (mar-
ble, stone, petrol-bombs, flairs and so on) can kill instantly.  
tear-gas grenades can explode or set fire to the hair.  the hel-
met also very usefully helps to keep the mask in place, as pho-
tojournalists are routinely attacked by protesters who try to 
tear them off.  Women journalists are particular targets.  agen-
cy camera-operators and photographers also have their equi-
pment insured and can get it replaced if stolen or smashed.  
freelances do not have these advantages and those who try 
to get insurance have to spell out their activities which results 
in impossibly-high premiums. 

the police recently banned the public sale of gas-marks, until 
then freely and legally available, and restricted it to photogra-
phers with press-cards, which are hard to obtain from the Kaf-
ka-like bureaucracy.

the vast majority of photographers and journalists are also 
concerned about the kind of gas being used.  these days, stun 
grenades and stinging or burning sprays are used alongside 
“traditional” tear-gas.  Empty grenades picked up during de-
monstrations also show that some of the gas is old.  in addi-
tion, riot police fire the gas just a few metres away from jour-
nalists, making them immediately vomit or faint and giving 
them headaches and burns.

a lonE but vital union for 
photojournalists

marios lolos, president of the the Greek union of photojourna-
lists (EfE), has been a photojournalist for 25 years and covered 
many wars around the world.  “our working conditions have 
got very much worse since december 2008,” he says.  at that 
time, photographers were surprised by summary trials where, 
for example, people were arrested and accused of having a 
bag with petrol-bombs in it.  many of us gave our photos for 
free to lawyers to show that their clients were innocent.  the 
police didn’t like this and since then have come down hard on 
us to make sure we don’t get close enough to clearly identify 
faces.  We’re not police auxiliaries any more than we’re lawyers’ 
assistants, but what happened in 2008 was quite unaccepta-
ble and we thought what we did was useful,” he says.

Group of photoGraphErs cauGht up in a policE charGE - crEdit : orEstis panaGiotou

>
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only professional photojournalists can still hope to make a 
living but it is hard to get professional recognition as 99% of 
them are freelance.  to get recognised, a photographer has 
to declare his income and get a book of invoices in exchan-
ge.  photographers have to prove they have billed for at least 
€10,000 of work over the year.  EfE tries to stipulate €19 per 
photo, which means selling 43 photos a month to reach the 
annual target.

“as well as media photos, the authorities count advertising 
shots, but even i, after 25 years in the business, couldn’t reach 
this target today,” lolos says.  “apart from theft of photos from 
the internet, all media groups have agreed not to pay copy-
right fees for republication, which reduces even further the 
chances of reaching the annual target. 

“We’re also weak because we’re very divided,” he says.  “We 
should have just one union, with professional categories.  but 
we have lots of locally-based federations which doesn’t make 
sense anymore.  We’re all running after the EsyEa, which is the 
biggest, but their board still hasn’t met since its elections last 
may.  EfE doesn’t take any cut on advertising sales.  advertisers 
are charged 20% over the standard publication rate with 19% 
going to social security and 1% for journalist unions, including 
the foreign press association.  We don’t have any access to 

this money, but such things can be easily settled with a bit of 
good will.  We don’t have any real differences but they harm 
our interests a little more each day,” lolos says.

“after what happened in constitution square on 28 and 29 
june, we went to see minister papoutsis (human rights and 
protection of citizens) who told us no specific orders had been 
given to attack journalists.  but he said he couldn’t guaran-
tee it wouldn’t happen again.  he didn’t say any investigations 
would be launched or any sort of action would be taken.  Even 
more oddly, he told us the police considered our camera-pho-
nes as ‘deadly weapons.’ 

“many of our colleagues have been threatened – ‘We know 
who you are and where you live. We’ll wake you up and you’ll 
hear us passing by’ and so on.  the language is often abusive 
and obscene, especially towards women colleagues.  i was 
beaten up in december 2010.  by chance, a German tv crew 
was there and filmed the incident.  i went to the police sta-
tion in vari with a flash-drive containing the pictures.  they 
were supposed to pass them on to their superiors.  i’m still 
waiting.  We have dozens of cases like that.  We don’t want 
stage a witch-hunt against the police and we’re not saying 
what’s happening is official policy, but the failure in every case 
to punish those responsible means that this kind of thing may 
continue.  We want to see genuine investigations resulting 
in real punishment which will finally serve as warnings and 
examples.  if nothing is done now, in two months time it may 
be impossible to work,” lolos says.

football stadiums in “sunday 
War-zonEs” 

the world of Greek football has also become a very risky place 
for journalists to work.  being at the foot of a stadium’s terra-
ces, behind the goalmouth or in the corners is vital for getting 
the best photos.  “but that’s also where the troublemakers and 
political extremists are,” says lolos.  “they throw everything 
they can find at us, including smoke-bombs, cigarette-lighters 
and stones.  one colleague was even hit by a toilet u-bend.  
they target us directly and insult us throughout the match.  
these days we wear helmets in the stadiums.  sometimes they 
invade the pitch and then all our equipment is stolen or da-
maged and we get beaten up.  We have the same problems 
at basketball matches but less so because of the layout of the 
venue.”photoGraphErs stoppEd by thE mat  

>
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the sporting world is also corrupted by rackets and 
uncontrolled betting that can’t be eradicated.  “you 
can’t see anything at international events,” says lolos.  
“fifa has strict rules that everyone obeys, including 
the supporters’ clubs, but in the Greek league, club 
bosses impose a tight law of silence.  the clubs’ priva-
te security squads often attack us when we take pic-
tures of club managers or their stands and demand 
that we erase the photos.  if you don’t obey, you risk 
having your equipment smashed.  it’s almost the law 
of the jungle.” 

“impossiblE to ExcusE but 
pErhaps possiblE to Ex-
plain”

some people try to understand why the police behave the 
way they do.  “they’re part of the state and thus reflect all 
its weaknesses,” says markaris, “but the big problem is that 
they’ve never really been controlled by the state.  there’re no 
clear policies or directives.  they don’t know what they should 
do or how they should do it.  the lack of training is glaring, 
especially among young policemen.”

police are only trained for three months and most riot police 
do not know the laws under which they operate.  they are very 
badly paid (about €600 a month) and have to pay for some of 
their equipment and their training ammunition themselves. 

“We’ve always made very bad use of the police,” says markaris, 
“and for most Greeks they’re still the police of the colonels’ re-
gime who can’t arrest a thief but can always pick out a political 
opponent.  there’s an almost-instinctive distrust and defiance 
towards them.  the police and the army weren’t purged after 
the dictatorship.  When pasoK came to power they put their 
allies in control of them and there was a dual authority at all 
levels of the police.  it was a paralysing balance.  half the police 
were pro-government and half anti-government, depending 
on the election results.  the police shouldn’t be politicised, 
they should be simply functional and under control.  We’re 
very far from this.  the police also can’t represent a state that 
doesn’t exist, which is the situation we’re in right now.” 

many people told us they were worried about the growing 
influence of the far-right, estimated at more than 5% of the 

electorate and now with seats on athens city council.  it is 
gradually infiltrating the police, especially the athens anti-riot 
squads.   their officials have pointed out to police the great 
legal weight carried by shots by photojournalists [as opposed 
to those taken by amateurs] in court cases involving a clear 
offence.     

a camEra dEstroyEd aftEr a football croWd invadEd thE 
pitch - crEdit : sariKostas
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manolis Kypraios has bEEn a photoGraphEr for nEar-
ly 20 yEars and WE WEnt to sEE him at his homE.  hE Was 
brutally bEatEn on 15 auGust 2011 and his rEsultant 
loss of hEarinG has mEant loss of balancE, Which 
maKEs any movinG around difficult. 

«manolis Kypraios has been a photographer for 
nearly 20 years and we went to see him at his 
home.  he was brutally beaten on 15 august 

2011 and his resultant loss of hearing has meant loss of ba-
lance, which makes any moving around difficult. 

“i’ve covered nearly all the wars of the past 20 years,” he said.  
“Kosovo, nigeria, all over the middle East, Georgia and abkha-
zia, and it’s here in my own country that i get a lifelong injury.  
i still don’t believe it!

“on 15 august, i was covering the trade union demonstra-
tions.  between 2 and 3 in the afternoon, at the junction of xe-

nofontas and filellinon streets, protesters were clashing with 
the mat riot police.  i went closer while continuing to send 
photos live to my customer from my phone and also taking 
photos for the website.  the police, making obscene gestures, 
ordered me to stop taking pictures.  so i went back toward 
constitution square and came to a cul-de-sac near filellinon 
street where one of my customers had an office where i thou-
ght i could take refuge as the situation was deteriorating.  the 
mat followed me and asked what i was doing there.  i said i 
was taking photos, that i was a journalist and i showed him 
my press card. 

“he turned to his subordinate and said: ‘deal with him!’  the 
other mat fired a stun grenade at me.  the shock, and the flash 
and noise in the alleyway was terrible.  i threw myself on the 

focus 
manolis Kypraios 
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ground and thought i was going to die, and then i fainted.  
When i woke up i was surrounded by people trying to bring 
me round.  they helped me to get up, i couldn’t hear anything 
and i was staggering.  the people said i should go to hospital.  
Going up filellinon street, i came across a group surrounded 
by motorcycle police, two on each bike, one hitting out as the 
other drove.  it was terrible.  i saw one terrified boy no older 
than 15 and i threw myself on him to protect him.  the police 
beat me on the back, chest and in the kidneys and then kicked 
me.  it lasted about 10 minutes.  

“When they left i got up and tried to make my way to the nea-
rest hospital.  i was in pain all over and i couldn’t hear any-
thing.  i sat down on a bench near the anglican church.  i asked 
the way to hospital from the first police i saw and asked them 
to call an ambulance because i could hardly walk.  but they 
just laughed.  passers-by helped me get to the Evangelismos 
hospital where doctors couldn’t help me. nurses sent me to 
another hospital, Erithro, and i got there by taxi and was im-
mediately taken in.  next day they told me i’d gone deaf in 
my left ear and the day after that i lost hearing in the other.  i 
stayed there for eight days.

“i can’t hear anything anymore and i can’t sleep.  in the eve-
nings, i feel like i’m drowning at the bottom of the ocean in 
total silence.  i have terrible toothache.  since i left hospital, 
i’ve shut myself in at home.  i no longer have my bearings and 
i can’t drive or work.  i communicate by writing on a notepad 
because i can’t speak properly anymore and don’t hear any-
thing.  i’m depressed but i’m seeing a psychiatrist.  i’ve had a 
first operation for an ear implant.  in a year’s time i’ll have ano-
ther and if doctors can coordinate sound frequencies, i might 
get some of my hearing back.  but i won’t be able to drive at 
night again or walk without a stick.

“if the mat knew they’d be prosecuted and punished, they 
would never’ve done this to me, and there wouldn’t’ve been 
so many injuries during these last three demonstrations.  they 
just do what they want.  i always said the most violent police 
i’d seen were in turkey, but what we’ve seen here is worse.  
this is what i’m most concerned about.  it has to stop before 
there’re other cases like mine, or worse.”  

like many other journalists, Kypraios is very worried about 
police using plastic bullets in future demonstrations.  “they’re 
not trained to use this kind of thing and there’ll be some real 
tragedies,” he says.  “this can’t be allowed to happen.  it’s not 
worthy of a European country.  the justice minister has publicly 

apologised and even intervened to see my complaint is dealt 
with [it is scheduled for mid-september but normally it could 
have taken many months or even years], the minister for hu-
man rights and protection of citizens, xristos papoutsis, hasn’t 
done so and says he has no responsibility in the matter. 

Kypraios had not been paid since june.  the Greek union of 
photojournalists (EfE) has taken on all his medical costs (more 
than €100,000) but he can no longer work and now depends 
solely on his family.   

manolis Kypraios at his homE - crEdit : rsf
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GrEEKs profoundly distrust thEir mEdia.  thEy still 
“consumE” nEWspapErs and maGazinEs but morE to 
rEad somE of thE fEW morE rEspEctEd journalists 
Who providE basic information that Will bE thEn ar-
GuEd about onlinE on thE country’s rapidly GroWinG 
and vEry popular bloGs. 

a profEssion scornEd and 
opEnly thrEatEnEd.  journa-
lists undEr protEction

activists on all sides (past masters of mockery) have stepped 
up their slogans and taunting of often well-known journalists – 
a short step to insults and calls for their death.  posters naming 
journalists considered “frauds” have gone up in the centre of 
athens.  «delinquents, hooligans, journalists” and “cops, pigs, 
murderers” are the main slogans heard at all demonstrations.  
leaflets with photos and names of journalists are distributed 
widely in the streets.  journalists have tried to respond with 
humour and intelligence by inventing their own slogan: “We’re 
not delinquents, we’re not mercenaries, we’re just journalists 
reduced to beggars.”  no serious investigation has been done 
to find the authors of these denunciations by name.  Graffiti all 
over athens, especially in anarchist neighbourhoods, attacks 
journalists with a puzzling violence and hatred. 

journalists are now physically assaulted in the street, some 
when they buy a foreign newspaper or because they’re reco-
gnised.  like politicians, some who are easily spotted are trea-
ted as potentially guilty, as people who should pay a penalty 
and can be legitimately hounded. 

the situation has worsened in recent months and some jour-
nalists have changed their daily habits, taking different routes 
and looking under their cars for home-made bombs.  some 
have had their cars vandalised.  Even more worrying, a dozen 
journalists now have bodyguards paid for by their employers.  
Greece has joined italy and denmark as a country where some 

journalists are forced to take special precautions just because 
they reported what is going on in the country or exercising 
their right to self-expression.

journalists arE not rEprEsEn-
tativEs of political partiEs 

journalists keep stressing that they have no business doing 
“public relations” work for political parties or media owners.  
but the format of early-evening tv news programmes, the 
main source of news for most people, does not help.  the 
hour-long programme put out by most stations reports do-
mestic news in an way almost unique in Europe, with a panel 
of up to six journalists, each permanently “covering” the acti-
vity of a political party and reporting their views.  “you have 
to really know the profession and take a huge distance to try 
to understand that the journalist isn’t a spokesperson for the 
party he’s supposed to be reporting on,” one former foreign 
correspondent told us. 

“the conviction some of them display makes it very hard not 
to be believe they aren’t members of the party.  there’s almost 
no analysis.  they just report what’s said by people they follow 

“dElinquEnts, mErcEnariEs, 
journalists”…  

pEtrol bomb throWn at a Group of photojourna-
lists  -  crEdit : saitas pantElis
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around everywhere.  they sound like press attachés, which 
in fact some of them are and which increases the confusion. 
some even interrupt the others or insult them like in a poli-
tical debate, which is what these news programmes closely 
resemble.  i’m not saying they’re party spokespersons but it 
certainly looks they are from what you see and hear on the 
screen.  i don’t know why we’re still attached to this format, 
which is supposed to ensure everyone gets their say but is 
very far from what journalism should be about,” the former 
foreign correspondent said.

vulnErability 
and fEar of 
rEprisals in-
crEasEs sElf-
cEnsorship 

one news editor, of a privately-
owned tv station, who insisted 
strictly that he not be named, 
admitted he censored himself 
every day and had done for a 
very long time.  “it’s the price i 
pay for remaining a journalist 
and keeping my senior position 
and the hope of still influencing things.  if i’m saying this, you 
can imagine what’s happening here on the floor below.”

Economic uncertainly and the risk of losing one’s job due to a 
now very broadly-defined “professional error” are not the only 
reasons for the growth of self-censorship.  “journalists are frigh-
tened now,” says investigative journalist telloglou.  “they don’t 
want to cover things that aren’t strictly mainstream, especially 
Greek news.  you have to go with the pack.  some colleagues 
are scared for their physical safety if they take a stand in favour 
of unpopular but necessary measures.  some weigh up, in eve-
rything they write, the balance between the truth, the reason 
for printing it and the trouble it might cause for them.  this en-
courages greater self-censorship that’s already widespread.”

only Grigoris tsiovaras, of the ana news agency, plays down 
the self-censorship.  “it’s existence doesn’t surprise me.  that 
said, even in Greece, when journalists want to say something 
they can always find a way.  it’s just one of several constraints.  

journalism is an endless battle to find news and in the course 
of it, some colleagues have teamed up with their sources when 
they should be looking them in the face.  this contributes to 
self-censorship too.”

the ana board has several journalists union members on it but 
the government appoints two of its members, including the 
president, who is also the news editor.  board members serve 
four-year terms, like members of parliament, and the news edi-
tor changes at each election.  “it’s not a rule but that’s how it 
is,” tsiovaras says.  

some doubt that independence and lack of self-censorship is 
possible in an entirely government-funded news agency.  “you 
can criticise ana but we’re perhaps the country’s only media 
outlet where its true owner is known and how it’s funded,” 
he says.  “i can assure you there’re no subjects we don’t cover 
freely.  i’m not talking about the past but under the present 
management there aren’t any.”

another constant problem for the media is access to govern-
ment data, which is officially available by law but in reality is 
very hard to get and requires a lot of patience.  trimis, of EsyEa, 
says “the legal framework isn’t the obstacle.  in fact it’s quite 
good.  We’re just up against a state and a bureaucracy that 
never respond to our requests and bury them over time, and 
since you run out of time you end up dropping the matter.  
they don’t refuse your request for data, they just don’t tell your 
where it can be found.  they never answer.  there’s no direct or 
legalised censorship but in practice it’s growing because credi-
ble or official sources are drying up,” says trimis. 

in constitution squarE (athEns)
crEdit : rsf
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thE only GovErnmEnt official Who aGrEEd to talK 
to us Was thanassis KoKKalaKis, spoKEsman for 
athEns policE. 

thanassis Kokkalakis (tK):   all the violence must be seen in 
a historical and social context, especially the current econo-
mic crisis affecting the country and its people.  Greece is the 
European country with the most public demonstrations, mar-
ches and gatherings.  in 2010 alone, there were at least 910 
demonstrations, some of them very big and very tense.  in 
other European countries, there are fewer demonstrations 
and a better-organised state.  people have different social atti-
tudes and not as many problems as we have here.  a normally 
peaceful person can become violent and brutal in a demons-
tration.  this is true of both ordinary citizens and the police, 
who are also people.  the police you see in central athens are 
youngsters of between 22 and 
25.  they’re not from another 
planet.  We can’t tell them 
they mustn’t have any fee-
lings, that they’re just police 
and must act like robots.  that 
they must take insults and to-
lerate stones, petrol-bombs, 
hammers and bottles of urine 
being thrown at them and ha-
ving lasers shone in their eyes, 
all without reacting.

reporters Without borders 
(rWb):   have police been told 
in this situation to stop journalists and photographers doing 
their job in public places?
 
tK:   absolutely not.  the orders are the same for everyone.  
there aren’t two categories of people so there’re no specific or-
ders to attack or protect journalists.  our attitude as police and 
our strategy as the ministry of human rights and protection of 
citizens is to ensure the rights of everyone who demonstra-
tes in the street.  that people can, as the national constitution 
says, protest peacefully and that journalists, camera-operators 
and photographers can do their job in, i stress, the best pos-

sible conditions.  it’s even written on the back of press cards 
that journalists must be helped to do their job. 

rWb:   many of our colleagues say they’ve been several times 
badly beaten by police even after identifying themselves and 
shown their press-cards.  the Greek union of photojournalists 
talked with minister papoutsis, who told them there were no 
specific orders to attack journalists, but that he couldn’t gua-
rantee it wouldn’t happen again and that policemen saw ca-
meras as deadly weapons. 

tK:   the minister probably meant that he couldn’t guarantee 
that 1,000 police in action, all with the same orders and all hu-
man beings, would all react the same way at the crucial mo-
ment at the height of the tension.  the mat is a militarily-orga-
nised police corps trained to restore public order, maintain it 

and see it doesn’t deteriorate 
into anarchy again.  Excesses 
are met by excesses.  on one 
side are the troublemakers 
and on the other those resto-
ring order.  journalists are in 
the middle, trying to report 
and take pictures between 
the clashing sides.  there’ll 
obviously be problems, from 
a perfectly human viewpoint.  
there’ll be misunderstandings 
and mistakes.  When the mi-
nister spoke of cameras being 
deadly weapons, i assume he 

meant the many photos of police thrown to the lions by being 
posted on anti-police blogs.  these police are worried about 
their safety. 

rWb:   yes, but taking a photo of a policeman with his wife on 
a café terrace isn’t the same as taking one of him charging a 
demonstration.  the first is a matter of privacy and the other a 
public matter that can be posted online.
 
tK:   i agree with your distinction.  privacy is sacred and public 
is where your identity and actions are judged.

focus 
thanassis KoKKalaKis
spoKEman for athEns policE

usE of Gas at closE ranGE aGainst a Group of 
camEra-opErators - crEdit : stamatiou
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rWb:   papoutsis didn’t tell EfE that the incidents would be 
investigated and that police involved in assault and violence 
against the media could be prosecuted.

tK:   internal investigations are under way.

rWb:   how many?

tK:   i don’t have an immediate figure but i can tell you that 
after each case, after each complaint, a new enquiry is laun-
ched.  if the complaints aren’t filed at police stations but with a 
prosecutor, he tells us at once and we start a different investi-
gation. independently of the criminal law there’s also discipli-
nary enquiry.  but the presumption of innocence enjoyed by 
all Greeks also applies to all police who are accused. 

rWb:   so the attack on manolis Kypraios is being investigated 
?

tK:   not just his case but those of all who’ve filed complaints. 

rWb:   but Kypraios will probably be handicapped for life.
 
tK:   you know, we have 126 injured police, 26 of them still in 
hospital.  one has also been made deaf after a flare went off.

rWb:   how can police attacks on journalists be avoided, be-
cause it seems showing a press-card isn’t enough to avoid 
being attacked?

tK:   We have to find another way to identify them.  like the 
police, easily recognisable in uniforms.  maybe journalists 
could wear a jacket or other distinctive garment.
 
rWb:   this doesn’t explain why the police keep on beating, or 
even starting to beat, a journalist who shows his press-card.  
this clearer identification would risk making journalists the 
targets of extremists who hate the media.  several journalists 
have been attacked by these people.

tK:   choosing to become a journalist has its risks, like choosing 
to become a policeman.  anyone who goes to a place of vio-
lence knows they can be a target.  it’s something people have 
to accept.  the 126 injured police accept their injuries as part 
of their job.  it’s not the rule.  a policeman isn’t a punchbag.  
he’s a professional, with a family and parents, and if he leaves 
for work in the morning he should come home uninjured at 
the end of the day.  just as you ask to be treated impartially 
and correctly, the policeman asks for the same treatment.  the 
media too have to avoid excesses.

rWb:   how can a journalist commit excesses?
 
tK:   by not doing his job objectively.  by being on the spot just 
to report police excesses.  by just wanting to show the force of 
the riot police.  that’s not objective.  a journalist on the spot 
must show and prove to the Greek public the excesses of each 
side  this is perhaps where the emotional misunderstanding 
that i talked about arises.  When a policeman sees a journa-
list, not a specific person but any journalist, it can remind him 
emotionally of situations and cases where he was unjustly 
treated as a policeman by the media.  you know, feelings are 
such here that if you take a picture of a policeman with his 
hands in the air facing a citizen also with his hands in the air, if 
you show the picture to somebody he’ll say the policeman is 
about to hit the person and that the other person is trying to 
defend themself.     
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forEiGn mEdia somEtimEs pay 
a pricE for thEir small privi-
lEGEs  

foreign media are seen as more credible than domestic media 
outlets and have a slightly privileged position but are still sub-
ject to abuses or an occasional news boycott. 
“Greeks aren’t really happy with the world spotlight on their 

current troubles,” says isabelle malsang, afp’s athens bureau 
chief.  “two years ago, Greece hardly got a mention.  now eve-
ryone’s here and the country’s being analysed and criticised 
from all sides.  it’s become harder to get reaction, especial-
ly from the authorities.”  politicians are regularly accused of 
“treachery” when they speak to the foreign media.  increased 
physical attacks on mps and their offices make them more ca-
reful or they simply fall silent. 

international news agencies and some foreign correspon-
dents also point to restrictions on information from govern-
ment sources that sometimes favour the domestic media – a 
sort of unofficial boycott through lack of invitations to press 
conferences or lack of responses or statements.  this attitude 
varies over time and reporters Without borders has criticised 
it, but it has resurfaced during the present crisis. 

perhaps more surprising, reporters Without borders has no-

ticed that more and more foreign correspondents hesitate to 
talk about their working conditions, especially those working 
for the English-speaking media.  German reporters had a tou-
gh time after the German magazine focus printed a very criti-
cal cover about Greece, the magazine die stern made further 
criticism and remarks were made that all Greeks were “thieves 
and layabouts.”  just like Greek journalists, their German col-
leagues were held responsible for their employers but also for 
their government, and they became a target for public vindic-
tiveness.  Graffiti insulting foreign journalists appeared on the 
foreign press association building. 

“the problem of media free-
dom in Greece is like the issue of 
the country’s debt – everyone 
knows about it but nobody 
talks about it,” a leading Greek 
columnist told us, asking not to 
be named.  “We’re all guilty, in-
cluding journalists.  our society 
is based on a tacit agreement to 
keep quiet about things.  it’s a 
bit like the mafia vow of silence.  
it’s in everyone’s interest and 
in this way we avoid trouble.  
We’re going to pay dearly for 
our silence.”  his view was sha-
red by everyone we talked to.

diGital journalism’s limitEd 
succEss

Greeks still had a lot of trouble getting phone lines installed 
in the early 1990s, but things have greatly speeded up since 
then.  the big European telecom companies entered the mar-
ket between 1993 and 1995, sorting out fixed-line and mobile 
access and expanding availability of the internet, which is now 
everywhere.  subscriptions are reasonable (around €35 month-
ly for a phone and internet package), and especially an internet-
only service for just €10.  smartphone internet access is still too 
expensive however.

because they deeply distrust the mainstream media, Greeks 
are more and more taking to “citizen journalism” and blogs and 
news sites are growing fast.  the justice ministry reckons there 

Graffiti in anarchist nEiGhbourhood 
in athEns -  crEdit : rsf
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are 55,000 blogs operating in the country.  journalists who have 
lost their jobs have found a place where they try to continue 
working.  the web offers no short or medium-term earnings 
but in a country where most journalists have not been paid 
for more than six months, going online makes little difference 
to them.  most online journalism is commentary or analysis of 
mainstream media content. 

“many journalists have gained access to the ana service, mostly 
using our stories on their blogs and news sites without chan-
ges,” says ana’s tsiovaras. “no news site is doing real investi-
gative journalism yet.  they’re 
mostly commentators or others 
analysing what they get from us 
unfortunately free of charge.” 

journalist stelios Kouloglou is 
very familiar with the Greek me-
dia, especially broadcasting, 
after founding in 1995 through 
his production company a pro-
gramme called “reporters Wi-
thout borders” (no relation to our 
organisation), broadcast by Ert.  
it won a lot of journalism prizes 
for its choice and quality of co-
verage, but in june 2008 Koulo-
glou signed its death warrant by 
putting out, against Ert‘s advice, 
a report called “the 700 Genera-
tion,” about how an entire gene-
ration of young people were living on salaries of under €700 a 
month. 

he was pushed out of the government media but persisted and 
in november 2008 set up the country’s first online tv station, 
tvxs.gr, with a dozen staff and at least 450,000 unique visitors 
a month.  the station has survived the economic crisis and ins-
pired imitations.

phonE-tappinG and incrEasEd 
onlinE survEillancE

the 2004 olympic Games in athens involved maximum secu-
rity for fear of a repeat of the september 2001 attacks in the 

us.  Extensive precautions were taken, especially concerning 
cameras, and the authorities accepted us government and pri-
vate sector control of security for the Games.  a huge scandal 
erupted in 2006 when a routine maintenance check showed 
that the phones of the prime minster, president of parliament, 
head of the armed forces and other top officials were being 
tapped, along with those of very many journalists.  Greeks 
now have a great suspicion of their phones.  many journalists 
say their phones are tapped, some permanently and some de-
pending on what they are working on. 

online activity hardly figures in 
Greek law, with no rules about 
blogs or websites.  but justice 
minister miltiadis papaioannou 
has proposed regulating the 
sector in a measure to be dis-
cussed at the end of september 
2011.  it expands the list of offen-
ces that justify exemption from 
privacy of communications and 
even proposes to abolish on-
line anonymity.  council of state 
prosecutors back this abolition 
both for crimes and “suspected 
offences.”  the search-engine 
Google was recently forced by 
the government’s internet crime 
unit to reveal the identity of the 
owner of the blog fimotro (the 
muzzle), which posts very harsh 

and sometimes obscene criticism of the media.  a request for 
this was made after the owner of the privately-owned tv sta-
tion mEGa and his son received death-threats.

thE indymEdia platform, EnE-
my of thE riot policE  

indymedia is not really a news site but a clearing-house for 
news of demonstrations – where they are, what they are about 
and what incidents are taking place.  it is the bane of the police, 
but they use it as a reliable source for organising their respon-
ses.  it is informally fed by dozens of people and has a page for 
comment and discussion dominated by the left and extreme 
left.  anarchists are linked with the non-parliamentary left and 

strEEt plaquE nEar thE prEmisEs of thE forEi-
Gn prEss association - crEdit : rsf
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dissident opinions are tolerated but not very common. 

the far-right dos party filed several complaints against in-
dymedia in december 2008 for “calls to violence” in a bid 
to shut down the site and its athens university based ser-
vers.  the university rector, a believer in  freedom of expres-
sion and guarantor of the values of the university, opposed 
the attempt and was prosecuted for “taking part in criminal 
activity.”  many were surprised when the courts ruled in his 
favour, showing that the judiciary is slowly regaining its in-
dependence. 

but the authorities do not always share the view of the courts, 
and on the eve of big gatherings or demonstrations someti-
mes cut electricity supply to the university’s data centre, also 
cutting off access to indymedia in the hope of hampering 
the demonstrators.  Government censorship of indymedia 
seriously harms the government’s image but such action is 
now being cancelled out by use of social networks and text-
messages. 

online censorship efforts went further when police cut off 
all internet access as they evacuated the “indignant citizens” 
protesters from constitution square during the night of 30-31 
august this year.  no wifi signal was available and all Gsm 
networks in the area were down.  this drastic measure, ap-
parently with no legal basis, is one the police have used 
before.  
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rEcommEndations  

reporters Without borders strongly condemns cutting off in-
ternet or mobile phone access during demonstrations, police 
interventions or in other circumstances.  such censorship can-
not be tolerated in a European union member-state.  access 
to the internet and online information is a basic right under 
article 11 of the Eu’s charter of fundamental rights.

reporters Without borders urges the Greek government not 
to try to increase monitoring of text-messages and social 
networking sites and calls on the authorities to begin talks 
with civil society groups and international organisations be-
fore proposing any law to regulate online activity.  the bill 
proposed by the justice minister must be discussed without 
fail before being presented to parliament.  reporters Without 
borders is ready to help the authorities with this process. 

rEportErs Without bordErs asKs:
 that all complaints filed by journalists and photojournalists 

about police violence be carefully examined, that each be in-
vestigated and the results sent to the complainant and journa-
list organisations, and that exemplary punishment be meted 
out.

 that repression of the media cease when its members (jour-
nalists, camera-operators and photojournalists) clearly iden-
tify themselves to police at the scene.

 that the authorities ensure domestic and foreign media 
have free and fair access to all sources of public information, 
especially press conferences, since withholding such informa-
tion is censorship incompatible with European standards and 
democratic principles.

rEportErs Without bordErs also rEcommEnds that 
thE GovErnmEnt and rElEvant authoritiEs: 

 begin as soon as possible a constructive and regular dialo-
gue with journalist organisations to work out together prac-
tical measures and procedures to ensure the media can work 

freely during public demonstrations and in public places.
 drop the proposal to require journalists to identify themsel-

ves by wearing special clothing when doing their job.  repor-
ters Without borders points out that the right to gather and 
distribute news is not the exclusive right of any profession or 
group and wearing such clothing would violate this basic uni-
versal right.

 the organisation also calls on the heads of police depart-
ments to update as often as they can the orders given to pro-
tect the media when they are legitimately doing their job and 
to ensure that police are thoroughly trained about the princi-
ple of the right to information.

rEportErs Without bordErs asKs thE hEads of GrEEK 
national lEaGuE football clubs

  to urgently improve working conditions for journalists and 
photojournalists, especially in their contacts with team mana-
gers and heads of supporters’ clubs.  a public dialogue with 
professional organisations must be opened.

 to stop seizing journalists’ equipment and stop deleting 
photos taken in public places.

thanKs 

reporters Without borders especially thanks EfE and all the 
press photographers who generously agreed to share their 
copyright with us for some of their work. 
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